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A Los Angeles city councilman is calling on the developer of a proposed downtown NFL football stadium to be more specific on how it would reduce traffic
congestion and the project's effects on nearby neighborhoods.
In a letter to Anschutz Entertainment Group on Monday, Councilman Bill Rosendahl asked the developer to make clear how it would minimize car trips to the
stadium on game days and make firm commitments to create park-and-ride facilities and ticket bundling programs, which would include public transportation
fares in game ticket packages. He complained in an interview that a draft environmental impact report commissioned by the developer "is too vague and
doesn’t get into the specifics" on those matters.
Rosendahl is one of several members of a special stadium review committee that took up AEG's environmental analysis Monday. According to officials in the
Planning Department, the analysis drew 173 comments during a 45-day public comment period. Jon Foreman, a senior city planner, told the committee that
the city had received 20 requests for mediation by commenters, who will now have the opportunity to meet with representatives for AEG and city officials to air
their complaints.
One organization that has already begun the mediation process is the Natural Resources Defense Council, an environmental group that supported a state bill
last year that helped AEG secure special treatment in the courts but has expressed disappointment in the environmental analysis. In a letter to city officials last
month, the group complained that AEG failed to fully analyze health risks created by cars that would travel to and from the 72,000-seat facility.
David Pettit, an attorney for the NRDC, also complained that the developer hadn't explained how it would achieve the goals for fewer car trips and carbon
neutrality stipulated in last year's law, which limits the amount of time that the project's environmental analysis can be legally challenged.
Pettit told the council committee Monday that he still supports the stadium proposal, “as it was promised to the state of California.” He said he believes his
group and AEG can work together during mediation sessions scheduled for next week to address environmental issues. “I am confident that we can work out
these problems in a timely way that will not compromise the construction date of the stadium,” he said.
AEG spokesman Michael Roth said his team is looking forward to the dialogue, adding that the firm's environmental analysis had been thorough. “With five
years before opening, it states there are numerous avenues to reach the protocols called for,” he said.
Other groups that issued requests for mediation include the Los Angeles Community Action Network, a community group made up mostly of downtown
residents.
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Stacey Miller
Because nobody in LA wants to drive all the way to the San Gabriel Valley to watch a NFL game! The only
reason to ever go to the City of Industry is to hit up the Spearmint Rhino!!
Reply ·

1 · Like · 15 hours ago

Macho Man Randy Savage deserves to be recognized during the Oscars
Last week's Sports Illustrated had a feature story about the recent ultimate sports weekend at Staples
Center- Kings, Clippers, and Lakers in the playoffs pluse the final stage of the Amgen Tour, (along with a
convention at the convention center and the Dodgers playing up the street) and reported nary a traffic
hiccup with an estimated 200,000 people flooding DTLA that Sunday. I think Farmer's Field will be OK and
the Expo Line will be a real game changer. We rode it to watch the bike race and it was great. Train was
full of cycling and hockey fans.
Reply · Like · 2 hours ago
Dereck Andrade ·

Top Commenter · USC

Gee, L.A. Times, in the spirit of balanced journalism, why not at the very least include a pithy line about
the fact that another NFL football stadium is being considered by the NFL? You know, the one being
proposed by billionaire developer, USC alum, USC board of trustees chairman Edward P. Roski, Jr. It's the
stadium being proposed in the east San Gabriel Valley.
Reply · Like · 20 hours ago
Akio Strasser · Dolphin & Porpoise Anger Management Counselor at Sea Mammal Acupuncture, Yoga, and
Wellness Centers of America (SMAYWCA)
DTLA > Industry
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